SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Marketing benefits last for 12 months and begin on pledge date

FOUNDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
In light of the community’s rapid growth, lingering effects of the pandemic, economic uncertainty, and youth mental health crisis, Thrive has established its first ever industry specific fundraising campaign entitled, “Foundations for the Future.” Its goal is to engage our friends in the construction field in our effort to provide sustainable funding for our programs during this challenging time. Thrive and the building sector are working to create better futures for those we serve, one solid foundation at a time, just in slightly different ways. As the building industry works diligently to keep pace with our community’s infrastructure demands, Thrive supports the people’s infrastructure by providing opportunities for positive, generational change in the lives of Gallatin Valley residents. This campaign will fund all the programs we offer, helping to ensure that our strategic plans to grow CAP, Parent Liaison, Spanish-Speaking services, and early childhood programming through Parent Place are fulfilled. Currently, OSM Construction is providing a match to those businesses that join them in the campaign.

SPONSORSHIP TYPES

Foundations for the Future Campaign Platinum Matching Sponsorship ($5,000) (SOLD)
- Print Advertising:
  - Logo on select campaign print materials
- Digital Marketing:
  - Numerous social media mentions (may include Facebook or Instagram)
  - Hyperlinked sponsor logo on Thrive homepage
  - Potential opportunity to be featured in Thrive Supporters e-newsletter
- Other Recognition:
  - ‘Proud Sponsor of Thrive’ window decal(s)
  - Other marketing/recognition opportunities as outlined by both parties

Foundations for the Future Campaign Gold Sponsorship ($2,500)
- Print Advertising:
  - Logo on select campaign print materials
- Digital Marketing:
  - Numerous social media mentions (may include Facebook or Instagram)
  - Hyperlinked sponsor logo on webpage
  - Potential opportunity to be featured in Thrive Supporters e-newsletter
- Other Recognition:
  - ‘Proud Sponsor of Thrive’ window decal(s)
### Foundations for the Future Silver Sponsorship ($1,000)

- **Print Advertising:**
  - Logo on select campaign print materials
- **Digital Marketing:**
  - One social media mention (may include Facebook or Instagram)
  - Hyperlinked sponsor logo on webpage
- **Other Recognition:**
- ‘Proud Sponsor of Thrive’ window decal(s)